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Conditional independence testing: a predictive perspective
Marco Henrique de Almeida Inácio · Rafael Izbicki ·
Rafael Bassi Stern
Abstract Conditional independence testing is a key problem required by many machine learning and statistics
tools. In particular, it is one way of evaluating the usefulness of some features on a supervised prediction
problem. We propose a novel conditional independence test in a predictive setting, and show that it achieves
better power than competing approaches in several settings. Our approach consists in deriving a p-value using
a permutation test where the predictive power using the unpermuted dataset is compared with the predictive
power of using dataset where the feature(s) of interest are permuted. We conclude that the method achives
sensible results on simulated and real datasets.
Keywords Supervised learning · Conditional independence testing · Hypothesis test
1 Introduction
Conditional independence testing is a key problem required by many machine learning and statistics tools,
including Bayesian networks (Jensen 1996; Campos 2006), time series (Diks and Panchenko 2006) , causal
inference (Spirtes et al. 2000; Pearl 2009) and feature selection (Koller and Sahami 1996).
Unfortunately, it is not possible to design conditional independence tests that are powerful against all points
in the alternative hypothesis (Shah and Peters 2018). Nevertheless, this issue can be partially addressed by
assuming additional structure on the data distribution. Indeed, various conditional independence methods
take advantage of specific settings to obtain improved power for alternatives of interest; see, for instance,
Doran et al. (2014), Sen et al. (2017), Berrett et al. (2018), and Chalupka, Perona, and Eberhardt (2018) and
references therein.
In this work we are interested in testing conditional independence as a way of evaluating the usefulness of
some features on a supervised prediction problem. More precisely, let XS ⊂ (X1, . . . , Xp) be a subset of the
features. Our goal is to test if XS is independent of the label Y conditionally on XSc , the remaining variables,
i.e, we wish to test the hypothesis H0 : XS⊥Y |XSc .
This is setting is closely connected to the literature of designing effective variable importance measures,
in which the goal is to design indices that can be used to rank features according to how useful they are
for predicting Y . A popular measure of variable importance was designed by Breiman (2001), but several
alternative procedures are also available; see, for instance, Strobl et al. (2008) and Fisher, Rudin, and Dominici
(2018) and references therein. Conditional independence testing is distinct from designing importance measures
in the sense that its goal is not to quantify how informative a given feature is, but instead to answer the
question: “is this feature relevant?".
In this work we propose an approach to answer this question that consists in comparing the performance
of two prediction methods: the first is trained using all features, while the second uses noise instead of the
variables S. We show that our method yields a formal statistical hypothesis that approximately controls the
significance level, and that it achieves considerable power against relevant alternative hypotheses.
Our work is related to Watson and Wright (2019), who also compare the risk of two prediction methods in
order to test H0. The main difference between these methods is that we use a permutation test-based statistic
to compute p-values (see Section 3 for further details). We show that this leads to substantial gain of power
in several settings, and also a better control of type I error probabilities, especially for smaller sample sizes.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces COINP, our approach to test
conditional independence. Section 3 contains experiments for comparing COINP with other approaches while
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Section 4 presents an illustrative example of applying the method to a real world dataset together the classical
importance measure obtained from random forests. Section 5 concludes the paper with final remarks.
2 Conditional Independence Predictive Test (COINP)
2.1 Notation and problem setting
Let X denote the feature space and Y the label space. The observed data is Z = (X,Y), where X ∈ Xn is a
n×p feature matrix and Y ∈ Yn is the label vetor. We assume that the observations zi = (xi, yi), i = 1, . . . , n,
are independent and identically distributed. Let XS ⊂ (X1, . . . , Xp) be a subset of the features. Our goal is to
test ifXS is independent of Y conditionally onXSc , the remaining variables, i.e, we wish to test the hypothesis
H0 : XS⊥Y |XSc .
We denote by F := {f : X −→ Y} the space of all mappings from features to outcomes (i.e., all prediction
functions), and by Z the set of all datasets. A prediction method (e.g., neural networks or random forests)
is a function in the space A = {a : Z −→ F}. We denote a loss function by L : Y × Y −→ R. The risk of a
prediction function f ∈ F is R(f) := E[L(f(X), Y )]. We denote by
R̂(f, Z˜) := 1
n
n∑
i=1
L(f(x˜i), y˜i)
the estimate of the risk of f ∈ F based on a holdout dataset Z˜ of size n (i.e., a dataset not used for obtaining
f).
The Conditional Independence Predictive Test (COINP) requires one to randomly permuting the rows of
X associated to the features S. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 1 for an example with S = {X3}. For
every j = 1, . . . , B, denote by Zpij the j-th dataset obtained by performing this procedure on Z, and let xpiji
be the i-th observation of such dataset. Similarly, we denote by Z˜pij the j-th permutation of the holdout set
Z˜. Table 1 summarizes the notation used in this paper.
Z :=
X1 X2 X3 Y
N   F
 N N F
N F F 
  N 
F  H 
F H F H
⇒
X1 X2 X3 Y
N  N F
 N  F
N F F 
  F 
F  N 
F H H H
=: Zpi
Fig. 1: Permutation procedure used to test if the X3 is independent of Y conditionally on X1 and X2.
Table 1: Notation used in the paper.
Symbol Meaning
X n× p feature matrix
Y Label vector
Z Training data
Z˜ Holdout data
F space of all prediction functions
A space of all prediction methods
R̂(f,Z) Estimate of the risk of f ∈ F based on Z
Zpij j-th dataset with the rows of the S columns of Z are randomly permuted
xpiji The features of the i-th row of Zpij
2.2 Proposed method
The COINP procedure consists in testing H0 by computing the rank of R̂(a(Z), Z˜) among
{R̂(a(Zpi1), Z˜pi1), . . . , R̂(a(ZpiB ), Z˜piB )},
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where a ∈ A is any prediction method. We then reject the null hypothesis if this statistic is small. The intuition
of this procedure is that, if H0 does not hold (i.e., if the features S still have information about Y even given
Sc), an algorithm that uses S in addition to Sc will result in greater predictive power than one that does not
use those features. Thus, permuting the rows associated with S will result in a prediction function with larger
risk. Hence, if H0 does not hold, R̂(a(Z), Z˜) should be smaller than most R̂(a(Zpij ), Z˜pij )’s. On the other hand,
if H0 holds, the features XS bring no additional gain in the predictive performance of a. It follows that the
estimated risk R̂(a(Z), Z˜) should be identically distributed to R̂(a(Zpij ), Z˜pij ). It follows that the rank statistic
is uniformly distributed under the null hypothesis. This justifies the following COINP procedure, which we
formally state in the following definition.
Definition 1 (COINP – Conditional Independence Predictive Test) Let α ∈ (0, 1) and a ∈ A be a
predictive method. The α-level Conditional Independence Predictive Test consists in rejecting the null hypoth-
esis H0 : XS⊥Y |XSc if, and only if,
1
B
B∑
j=1
I
(
R̂(a(Z), Z˜) ≥ R̂(a(Zpij ), Z˜pij )
)
≤ α. (1)
The COINP is described in Algorithm 1. Notice that the left-hand side of Equation 1 is in fact a p-value
based on a permutation test (Good 2013) .
Algorithm 1 COINP
Input: training data Z, testing data Z˜, prediction method a ∈ A, loss function L, feature indices S, number of simulations
B
Output: p-value for testing H0 : XS⊥Y |XSc
1: f ← a(Z)
2: R← R̂(f, Z˜)
3: for j ∈ {1, . . . , B} do
4: Compute Zpij by randomly permuting the columns of Z associated to features S
5: fj ← a(Zpij )
6: Compute Z˜pij by randomly permuting the columns of Z˜ associated to features S
7: Rj ← R̂(fj , Z˜pij )
8: end for
9: return |{j : R ≥ Rj}|/B
3 Experiments
3.1 Other approaches
We compare our permutation method with the following approaches.
3.1.1 Conditional Predictive Impact (CPI)
The Conditional Predictive Impact (CPI) test, introduced by Watson and Wright (2019), consists in training
two prediction methods: one on the original dataset, f = a(Z), and another one on a permuted dataset, f1 =
a(Zpi1). It then tests the one-sided null hypothesis H0 : R(f, Z˜) ≥ R(f1, Z˜pi1) by checking if the distribution of
the loss function on the original set,
(L(f(x˜1), y˜1), . . . , L(f(x˜n), y˜n))
comes from a distribution with smaller average than the distribution of the loss function on the permuted test,
(L(f1(x˜pi11 ), y˜1), . . . , L(f1(x˜pi1n ), y˜n)).
In practice, we use the paired t-test to perform this comparison; see Watson and Wright (2019) for other
approaches.
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3.1.2 Approximate CPI
We include a variation of CPI in which the same prediction function, f = a(Z), is used compute on both
datasets. That is, in this version of the test, a paired t-test is used to compare the samples
(L(f(x˜1), y˜1), . . . , L(f(x˜n), y˜n))
and
(L(f(x˜pi11 ), y˜1), . . . , L(f(x˜pi1n ), y˜n)).
This procedure is essentially the method described by Breiman and Cutler (2008) to obtain p-values for
the importance measures produced by random forests, with the exception that Breiman and Cutler (2008) use
a z-test instead.
3.1.3 Approximate COINP
A drawback of COINP is that it is computationally intensive, especially if a is a slow predictive algorithm.
We attempt to overcome these issues by computing the rank of R̂(a(Z), Z˜) on
{R̂(a(Z), Z˜pi1), . . . , R̂(a(Z), Z˜piB )},
that is, we train a only once (on the original dataset). In other words, approximate COINP using the same
procedure as that described in Algorithm 1, with the exception that line 4 and 5 are now replaced by fj ← f .
3.2 Simulation study description
Next, we describe the details of the simulation study performed to evaluate the proposed method.
3.2.1 Simulation scenarios
We generate artificial datasets for our simulation study using various distributions. We restrict our comparisons
to regression settings with the squared loss, L(y, ŷ) = (y − ŷ)2, even though our method is general and can
be used for classification as well. Moreover, in what follows we will always test conditional independence of a
single feature, i.e., |S| = 1.
The first and second scenarios have features that are independent of each other.
Distribution 1:
Yi = Xiβ + 
β = (0.7, 0.16, 0.39, βS , 0.75)
 ∼ SKN(−0.3, 1.1, 2)
Zi,j ∼ SKN(0, 0.1, 2), j = 1, . . . , 5 (i.i.d)
X1 = |Z1|1.3
X2 = cos(Z2)
X3 = log(|Z1Z3|)
X4 = log(|Z3|)
X5 =
√
|Z4|
Observed input : (X1, X2)
Observed output : Y
Distribution 2:
Y = Zβ + 
β ≈ (0.7, 0.16, 0.39, βS , 0.75)
 ∼ SKN(−0.3, 1.1, 2)
X ∼ SKN(0, 0.1, 2) (i.i.d)
Z1 = |X1|1.3
Z2 = cos(X2)
Z3 = log(|X1X3|)
Z4 = log(|X3|)
Z5 =
√
|X4|
Observed input : X
Observed output : Y
In the other settings, we add correlation to the features (here SKN stands for skew normal distribution
with location, scale and shape parameters respectively):
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Distribution 3:
Yi = Xiβ + 
β = (3, βS)
Xi ∼ N(0, Σ)
 ∼ N(0, 0.5)
Σ0,0 = 1
Σ0,1 = 0.9
Observed input : X
Observed output : Y
Distribution 4:
Yi = Xiβ + 
β = (3, βS)
 ∼ beta(2, 2)
Wj ∼ beta(1, 1) for j ∈ {1, 2}
Z ∼ N(−0.5, 1)
Xi,j = Z +Wj for j ∈ {1, 2}
Observed input : X
Observed output : Y
For all the combinations described above, we vary βS in {0, 0.01, 0.1, 0.6} and the number of observations
in {1000, 10000}. Notice that, in all settings, H0 holds if, and only if, βS = 0. Moreover, as |βS | increases, the
conditional dependency of Y on XS also increases.
For each setting we run 200 independent tests to estimate the power of each test. We set B = 100.
We compare three choices for the prediction function a:
1. Linear regression, implemented using scikit-learn Python package (Pedregosa et al. 2011).
2. Feedforward neural networks. The specification of the network is as follows:
– Optimizer: we work with the Adamax optimizer (Kingma and Ba 2014) and decrease its learning rate
if improvement is seen on the validation loss for a considerable number of epochs.
– Initialization: we used the initialization method proposed by Glorot and Bengio (2010).
– Layer activation: we chose ELU (Clevert, Unterthiner, and Hochreiter 2015) as activation function.
– Stop criterion: a 90%/10% split early stopping for small datasets and a higher split factor for larger
datasets (increasing the proportion of training instances) and a patience of 50 epochs without improve-
ment on the validation set.
– Normalization and number of hidden layers: batch normalization, as proposed by Ioffe and
Szegedy (2015), is used in this work in order to speed-up the training process, specially since our
networks have 5 hidden layers with 100 neurons each.
– Dropout: here we also make use of dropout which as proposed by Hinton et al. (2012).
– Software: we have PyTorch as framework of choice which works with automatic differentiation.
3. Random Forests. We use Python’s scikit-learn package with all its default tuning parameters, except
for n_estimators (number of trees), which is increased to 300 for better prediction performance.
The Python package and implementation scripts for this work are available at: https://github.com/
randommm/nnperm.
3.3 Results
Figures 2 and 3 show the cumulative distribution functions of the p-values for each of the settings under the
null hypothesis (i.e., for the choice βS = 0). Proper p-values need to be uniformly distributed under the null
hypothesis, and thus the cumulative distribution function should be close to the 450 line. The figure indicates
that approximate methods only lead to proper p-values in settings 1 and 2. These are exactly the cases in
which the covariates are independent of each other . Moreover, the exact methods come closer to leading to
proper p-values in most cases. Exceptions to this are p-values obtained by CPI using artificial neural networks.
This possibly happens because the networks do not converge in some simulations. This leads to extremely
large values for the loss functions in some cases, which directly influence the t-test used by CPI. COINP, on
the other hand, is immune to outliers because it relies on the evaluation of ranks as opposed to averages.
This in turn guarantees that the distribution of its p-values are closer to uniformity under a larger variety of
settings. We notice that an attempt to get better results for CPI in these settings is to consider the logarithm
of the loss function, as suggested by Watson and Wright (2019).
Next, we compare the power function of the testing methods. Because only COINP and CPI had valid
p-values, we restrict the comparisons to these methods. Figures 4 and 5 show the power of each test as a
function of βS . The plot indicates that all procedures achieve higher power as βS increases. Moreover, in most
settings COINP leads to better power than CPI. In these examples, higher power is achieved when using
a linear regression for COINP. This can be explain by the fact that in all settings the true nature of the
conditional distribution of Y |x is close to linear. By comparing the COINP results from Figures 4 and 5, it is
also clear the for larger sample sizes (Figure 5), the power of COINP is larger. This indicates that the testing
procedure is consistent.
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Fig. 2: Cumulative distribution function of the p-values for the setting with n = 1, 000 under the null hypothesis (i.e., for
choice the βS = 0).
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Fig. 3: Cumulative distribution function of the p-values for the setting with n = 10, 000 under the null hypothesis (i.e.,
for choice the βS = 0).
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Fig. 4: Power function for all setting with n = 1, 000 for α = 5%.
Fig. 5: Power function for all setting with n = 10, 000 for α = 5%.
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4 A dataset analysis example
As an illustrative example, we take the classical diamonds dataset which is readily available from ggplot2
library and Kaggle. We work with price as the response variable.
In Table 2, we present the p-values for each model together with the classical importance measure obtained
from random forests.
Table 2: P-values for hypothesis testing for each comparison method compared to Random forest traditional importance
measures.
carat depth table x y z cut color clarity
ann
App COINP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
App CPI 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
COINP 0.00 0.60 0.99 0.06 0.38 0.78 0.01 0.00 0.00
CPI 0.01 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.89 0.17 0.00 0.00
linear
App COINP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.89 0.00 0.00 0.00
App CPI 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
COINP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.92 0.00 0.00 0.00
CPI 0.00 0.02 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00
rf
App COINP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
App CPI 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
COINP 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00
CPI 0.00 0.38 0.03 0.17 0.00 0.19 0.34 0.00 0.00
RF Imp measure 0.60 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.28 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.06
5 Final remarks
We have developed a novel approach for testing conditional independence under a predictive setting. We have
shown that the p-values obtained by our approach are proper, and that our hypothesis test has larger power
than competing approaches under a variety of settings.
When compared to CPI, our approach is especially appealing for small sample sizes, because (i) it does
not rely on asymptotic approximations such as those required by the t-test, and (ii) its computational burden
is not high in those cases.
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